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Working together to provide outstanding support for each individual...

HFHC’s ONE TEAM

For our colleagues, this is more than just a job -  it’s a shared purpose of making a real difference to the lives of the individuals we support

Our incredible colleagues are key to delivering exceptional care and support. Our  
uniquely collaborative approach - ONE TEAM Working - is at the heart of everything we do, 
providing the best possible care along with a fantastic and creative working environment 
for colleagues.  We build a bespoke team around each individual we support to reflect their 
personal preferences and aspirations, and their needs are met with specialist training where 
appropriate.  Our ONE TEAM approach and data informed NewModel of care supports each 
individual to live their life to the fullest, encouraging them to try new things, learn important 
life skills, connect with their communities, and live an ‘ordinary’ life on their terms.

Compatibility is key...
Matching personalities, understanding preferences and working 
collaboratively towards long term aspirations is just as important 
as understanding someone’s health and social care needs.  A 
colleague’s strengths and interests can be key to their successful 
relationship with the individual they are supporting, whether 
this is a love of music, football or Star Wars!

Understanding what’s 
needed...
People going to a swimming session may all want different 
outcomes from the activity – it is important that the right colleague 
is supporting the individual to ensure they are working towards 
meeting that outcome.  One individual may want to swim lengths 
in the pool so a colleague who physically gets in to do the lengths 

with them will 
encourage them 
to meet that 
outcome. Whereas 
someone needing 
more of a sensory 
experience from 
the activity will 
require a different 
level of support. 

HFHC’s Resource Team (above) carefully manages the multiple 
teams of colleagues, a task that is crucial to making sure that the right 
colleagues are consistently available, as well as filling any absences.   
Colleagues are recruited, trained and employed by HFHC.  They know 
the individuals they are supporting, are trained appropriately and 
bring a level of consistency that agency staff cannot achieve.  

Going the extra mile...
Every day we know that our colleagues go that extra mile to help 
the individuals they support to achieve personal goals and create 
wonderful memories.  
It can be by doing something which seems so small, yet means the 
world to the individual. This includes; the colleague who coaches 
football in their own time; the colleague who went above and beyond 
to inform and reassure parents while their son was 
taken ill and in hospital, staying 
multiple nights with them for 
consistency and support; the 
colleague who made someone’s 
21st birthday party away from 
home the best it could possibly 
be; the colleague who brought 
their horse to a birthday party 
on their day off. The list is - we’re 
proud to say - very long!
 



Certificates given out on the night included awards for 
Best Dancer and Best Superhero Costume!

CELEBRATING SUPERHEROES 
AT HFHC’s ONE TEAM 2022 EVENT

Everyone had a Marvel-ous time at the ONE TEAM 
Superhero party - a chance to celebrate together 
following the last couple of years where covid changed 
many of our usual social events.  

Planning for this celebration involved craft competitions 
between homes to create amazing table decorations, as 
well as large star designs to decorate the hall and print on 
colleague award certificates.

This fun-packed theme party 
was held at Stanhope Hall, 
and included a superhero 
game zone, photo booth, 
surprise superhero guests 
and delicious food.  It was 
a fantastic opportunity for 
the individuals we support 
to celebrate together with 
colleagues ‘superhero-style’ 
and enjoy a memorable 
evening!

Call 0800 587 0372
www.homefromhomecare.com

Follow us youtube.com/socialcarediary
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Special Superhero Colleague certificates were handed out by the 
individuals for awards ranging from Best Driver to Most Stylish!

Our ONE TEAM colleagues 
joined together for a series 
of celebration lunches where 
the de Savary family thanked 
them for their dedication 
over the last 2 years - picking 
up extra shifts/covering 
shifts due to isolations, 
staying late, coming in 
early…all to ensure the right 
support was available and 
that activities still took place.


